ON TASK.

The VXO is an all-star in our ergonomic everyday seating collection. The perfect task or conference chair, its modern profile and user-friendly adjustment mechanisms make it all style and no fuss. It’s the best sit you can get.
VXO 7280WH
Solid Collection
(Butterscotch)
MODELS

The VXO is a minimalist chair that gives maximum results. Improve bodily health and posture by choosing the model that best suits your comfort preference: mid-back with adjustable or fixed loop arms. The sit/stand stool model features a sturdy height-adjustable foot ring to support your legs.

VXO 7280
Mid Back

VXO 7280L
Fixed Loop Conference Arms

VXO 7280WH
Mid Back with White Frame

VXO 7280DS
Mid Back Drafting Stool
The VXO’s curved back provides thoracic and lumbar support while earning style points with its contemporary aesthetic. Easy on the back and on the eyes.
1 **NEBULA™ MESH**
Allows airflow and maximizes comfort: Nebula’s four-way stretch provides dynamic back support.

2 **LUMBAR SUPPORT**
The contoured lumbar support pad can be easily adjusted vertically while seated.

3 **ADJUSTABLE ARMRESTS**
Height adjustable arm with polyurethane arm pads for comfort.

4 **FIXED LOOP ARMS**
Optional fixed loop polypropylene conference arms.

5 **WATERFALL SEAT**
Waterfall seat design that gently slopes away from the legs, minimizing pressure on the thighs and promoting good posture.

6 **ENERSORB™ SEAT**
Enersorb foam disperses your weight and conforms to your body to improve blood circulation and relieve pressure points.

7 **ERGONOMIC ADJUSTMENTS**
Swivel-tilt mechanism with single position lock, side adjustable tension control and pneumatic height adjustment.

8 **BASE AND CASTERS**
5-prong, heavy-duty nylon base with standard 2” carpet casters.
The VXO™ series can be upholstered with our high-quality textiles, vinyls, or leathers. Visit Nightingale’s My Chair Maker App at: 
nightingalechairs.com/my-chair-maker

7280WH
White Frame
Upholstered Seat & Standard Silver Mesh Back
SOLID COLLECTION
VOX | VOX17 | Ruby

7280
Upholstered Seat & Mesh Back
STRETCH COLLECTION
PRINCESS LEATHER | 186 | Black
7280WHL
White Frame
Upholstered Seat & Standard Silver Mesh Back
PATTERN COLLECTION
LINE UP | LINE05 | Sandstone

7280WH-MT
PRINCESS LEATHER COLLECTION
449 | Mist

7280WH-MT
PRINCESS LEATHER COLLECTION
187 | Cashew

7280WH-MT
PRINCESS LEATHER COLLECTION
191 | Cranberry
ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice.
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5".
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed.

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at
www.nightingalechairs.com/textiles before final purchase to get a
more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight variations
in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures
of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as possible. However,
we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to variations that occur in the
printing process.